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Abstract15

Imaging subsurface fault slip from surface observations is essential to improving our under-16

standing of the physics of earthquakes and tsunamis. As the estimation of subsurface fault17

slip is inherently ill-posed, common inversion methods usually require a regularization term18

to counteract instabilities. Such regularization introduces biases in inferred slip estimates.19

Here, we discuss the effects that prior information, implied by a given regularization scheme,20

can have on fault slip estimates. We propose a novel Equal Posterior Information Condition21

(EPIC) -based Tikhonov regularization that generalizes the concept of prior information.22

The EPIC determines variances of prior information based on a chosen form of the structure23

of the posterior covariance matrix. In the context of subduction zone earthquakes, use of the24

EPIC counterbalances the spatial heterogeneity of observational constraints on fault slip,25

improving stability, quality and interpretability of fault slip estimates. We investigate the26

efficiency of the EPIC in the context of various synthetic fault slip distributions. We also27

demonstrate the methodology by inferring co-seismic slip from geodetic data for the 201128

(Mw 9.0) Tohoku-Oki, Japan, earthquake, obtaining robust slip estimates that are similar29

to those inferred using a unregularized fully Bayesian approach.30

1 Introduction31

Fault slip during all the stages of the seismic cycle can produce measurable deformation at32

the surface of the Earth. We are interested in the inverse problem of inferring subsurface33

fault slip given surface observations. For the quasi-static problem in a linear elastic media,34

the relationship between slip m on a discretized fault and crustal surface displacements d35

can be written as d = Gm, where the Green’s functions G represents the response of the36

medium due to unitary slip on each element of a discretized fault surface (e.g., Segall &37

Harris, 1987).38

Given a fine enough fault discretization, the prediction of any model inference is insen-39

sitive (within data uncertainties) to the high frequency component of the slip distribution40

on the fault surface, leading to an ill-posed discrete linear inverse problem (e.g., Hansen,41

1998). Moreover, the ability to infer fault slip, typically constrained by onland observations42

in the subduction earthquake example, is variable across the subsurface fault, with the least43

constrained portions of the fault located further away from the observations (e.g., Pritchard44

et al., 2002; Simons et al., 2002; Lohman, 2004; Loveless & Meade, 2011; Ortega-Culaciati,45

2013). Thus, any errors on either the measurements or the prediction of the approximate46
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physical model, can map into spurious features in the slip distribution, leading to unstable47

and biased estimates.48

There are two end-member approaches that deal with the inherent instability of the49

ill-posed inverse problem: An unregularized, fully Bayesian approach (e.g., Tarantola, 2005;50

Minson et al., 2013), and a more expedient but biased optimization approach using some51

form of regularized cost function minimization (e.g., Segall & Harris, 1987). In the Bayesian52

approach, the solution of the inverse problem is the posterior joint probability density func-53

tion (pdf) of model parameters, which describes the likelihood of model parameters con-54

strained by prior information and observations. In the optimization approach, the estimated55

model corresponds to the model that maximizes the posterior joint pdf of the regularized56

problem, and therefore depends on the type and amount of regularization imposed (e.g.,57

Tarantola, 2005). Both approaches can be described using a Bayesian formulation of the58

inverse problem, being different in the specific assumptions on data and model parame-59

ter uncertainties and in the methodology used to solve the inverse problem (sampling or60

optimization methods).61

An important advantage of the Bayesian approach over the classic optimization tech-62

niques is the ability to limit oneself to physically justifiable prior information (e.g., we do63

not expect to find normal slip on a subduction megathrust earthquake) without imposing64

other prior behavior (e.g., smoothness) beyond that imposed by the model parameterization65

itself (Minson et al., 2013). However, to avoid over-fitting, this approach requires a careful66

description of both observational and model prediction uncertainties (Duputel et al., 2014).67

Optimization approaches use some form of regularization, not necessarily based on the68

physics of the problem, to avoid numerical instabilities and over-fitting of errors (in both69

the observations and forward model prediction). The optimization approach inherently70

requires one to determine the amount of regularization applied through the choice of model71

parameterization (e.g., Pritchard et al., 2002; Barnhart & Lohman, 2010) or regularization72

parameter - sometimes posed as a penalty of the L1 or L2 norm of the regularization or as73

a correlation length (e.g., Tarantola & Valette, 1982; Segall & Harris, 1987; Radiguet et al.,74

2011; Evans & Meade, 2012). The range of values of the regularization parameter defines75

a family of solutions of the inverse problem. Typically, selection of the best regularization76

parameter is performed by using methods that search for a balance between misfit and77

regularization norms, such as an L-curve (e.g., Hansen & O’Leary, 1993) or U-curve (e.g.,78
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Krawczyk-Stańdo & Rudnicki, 2007; Wang et al., 2018); that search for a balance between79

over-fitting and over-smoothing based on data and model resolution, such as jRi (Barnhart &80

Lohman, 2010); that minimize the mean squared error (MSE) of estimated model parameters81

(e.g., Cai et al., 2004; Wang & Gu, 2020); or by using some criteria based on a balance82

between how well observations are explained by model predictions and to what level the83

observations are independently resolved, such as Cross-Validation (e.g., Craven & Wahba,84

1979; Wahba, 1990; Aster et al., 2013), Akaike Bayesian Information Criterion (e.g., Akaike,85

1980), or some other form of model class selection (e.g., Muto & Beck, 2008).86

Implementation of the unregularized Bayesian approach can be computationally inten-87

sive, potentially requiring the evaluation of a large ensemble of forward models (Minson,88

2010; Minson et al., 2013; Duputel et al., 2014). Thus, while we generally prefer to advance89

Bayesian methodologies that rely only on physically justifiable prior information, we con-90

tinue to pursue implementations of the least squares optimization approach that can be used91

to quickly solve large slip inversion problems using minimal computational resources. The92

optimization approach becomes a practical choice at times when rapid solutions are nec-93

essary, or for problems with a very large number of model parameters that defy sampling94

methods.95

2 Methodology96

Including a regularization term in an inverse problem involves introducing prior infor-97

mation or beliefs on what model parameters should be. For instance, smoothing constraints98

tend to discard rough slip models as candidate solutions of the inverse problem. As particu-99

lar examples, several studies inferring interseismic coupling in the Japan Trench megathrust100

from onshore GNSS data (e.g., Mazzotti et al., 2000; Suwa et al., 2006; Hashimoto et al.,101

2009; Loveless & Meade, 2010, 2011) obtain coupling models that differ substantially due to102

different choices of prior assumptions or regularization methods. Thus, one must evaluate103

how the chosen regularization scheme biases the solution and how well a particular approach104

deals with the inherent instabilities of the ill-posed inverse problem.105

We frame our discussion in the context of the 2011 (Mw 9.0) Tohoku-Oki, Japan,106

earthquake (e.g., Simons et al., 2011, see Supplementary Text S4). Here, we analyze slip107

estimates constrained by three component displacement data generated from various syn-108

thetic slip models evaluated at the locations of 738 GNSS stations of the Japanese GEONET109
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network located in northern Honshu, Japan (Sagiya et al., 2000; Minson et al., 2014). We110

choose this scenario due to the particularly large distance between the onland observations111

and the shallowest portions of the megathrust fault in this region, which results in a large112

spatial variability of the resolving power that the observations have on inferred fault slip113

(Loveless & Meade, 2011). Here, we analyze the stability and biases of inferred slip esti-114

mates when using prior information implied by commonly-used regularization schemes as115

well as for a novel regularization scheme, we call the Equal Posterior Information Condition116

(EPIC) Tikhonov regularization.117

In order to probe the behavior of all the regularization schemes analyzed in this work,118

we design various synthetic slip models, subsequently using them to generate noisy syn-119

thetic datasets. From the work of Lévêque et al. (1993) for seismic tomography inversions,120

we understand that the quality of the assessment on the recovery of the “True slip model”121

depends on the shape and size of the synthetic model used for such purpose. Thus, we122

perform our analysis for a set of synthetic checkerboard slip models at different scales and a123

set of synthetic slip models resembling various earthquake scenarios with an elliptical shape,124

with moment magnitudes Mw8.0, Mw8.5, Mw9.0, with spatial extent based on scaling laws125

(e.g., Stirling et al., 2013), and located at different positions on the subduction megath-126

rust. We construct a 3D triangulated fault surface based on the geometry of the subduction127

megathrust from Simons et al. (2011). We compute synthetic crustal displacements using128

a layered elastic medium (Herrmann, 2013). The elastic structure is taken from Simons129

et al. (2011), which is based on the 3D tomography from NIED (Japan National Research130

Institute of Earth Science and Disaster Prevention) and the work of Takahashi et al. (2004).131

We consider synthetic data with three realizations of random noise (Noise 1, Noise 2 and132

Noise 3) from the same unbiased normal distribution. The standard deviation of the random133

noise is set to 5 mm for the horizontal components and 10 mm for the vertical component134

of the synthetic GNSS data. For each regularization scheme, we infer slip using the Gen-135

eralized Cross Validation (GCV) technique to select the optimum regularization parameter136

by minimizing the GCV loss function (Craven & Wahba, 1979). We refer the reader to137

Supplementary Text S4 for further details.138

We demonstrate the vie of EPIC Tikhonov regularization in a real example, by esti-139

mating fault slip during the 2011 (Mw 9.0) Tohoku-Oki, Japan, earthquake as constrained140

by co-seismic offsets measured by the GEONET network. When we consider the actual141

Tohoku-Oki earthquake observations, we also include positivity constraints on fault slip. We142
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parameterize slip in two directions, one parallel to the slip vector defined by the Tohoku-143

Oki earthquake focal mechanism (rake parallel), and a perpendicular one (see Minson et al.,144

2013, Supplementary Text S4). However, for the synthetic tests, we only allow slip in the145

rake parallel direction, in order to avoid needing to interpret complexity that arises from146

correlations between slip in the two orthogonal directions.147

We acknowledge that the defined forward model is an approximation of the true physics148

underlying the slip inversion problem, for instance, due to uncertain fault geometry and elas-149

tic structure. Furthermore, techniques have been proposed for dealing with such epistemic150

uncertainties (e.g., Yagi & Fukahata, 2011; Minson et al., 2013; Duputel et al., 2014; Ragon151

et al., 2018). The inclusion of epistemic uncertainties increases the variances of the misfit152

between each observation and its corresponding forward model prediction, improving the153

robustness of slip estimates, as it avoids overfitting of errors (e.g., Yagi & Fukahata, 2011;154

Minson et al., 2013, 2014; Duputel et al., 2014, 2015). At the same time, epistemic uncer-155

tainties contributes to the covariances (correlations) between the misfit of different modeled156

data (Yagi & Fukahata, 2011; Duputel et al., 2014; Ragon et al., 2018). Such covariances157

are often neglected in slip inversions. In our work, when using real Tohoku-Oki earthquake158

data, we include epistemic uncertainties using the approach of Minson et al. (2014) (see159

supplementary Text S4). While we prefer approaches that include model prediction correla-160

tions (e.g., Duputel et al., 2014), we use the uncorrelated model prediction uncertainties of161

Minson et al. (2014) for consistency, as we compare our results with those of Minson et al.162

(2014). For our comparative analysis of regularization schemes, we do not include epistemic163

uncertainties, as we constrain slip models with synthetic datasets, thus considering an exact164

forward model.165

2.1 On the Estimation of Quasi-static Fault Slip166

Following Tarantola and Valette (1982), the general inverse problem can be formulated167

using a Bayesian framework as168

f post(m) =
1

ν
L(m|d)f prior(m) (1)169

where m is the model parameter vector representing slip on the fault, f prior(m) is the pdf170

describing prior information on model parameters, L(m|d) is the likelihood of the predicted171

data (surface displacements) given a set of model parameters m and observed data d,172
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f post(m) is the posterior pdf on model parameters, and ν is a normalization constant. As173

much as possible, we follow the notation of Tarantola (2005) throughout our development.174

Typically, the uncertainties on both observations and model predictions are assumed175

to be unbiased, following a multivariate normal distribution with zero mean and covariance176

matrices Cd and Cp, respectively (e.g., Tarantola, 2005; Minson et al., 2013; Duputel et al.,177

2014). Thus, given the linear relationship between data and model parameters, d = Gm,178

the likelihood function can be written as,179

L(m|dobs) = const. · exp

(
−1

2

(
Gm− dobs

)>
C−1χ

(
Gm− dobs

))
(2)180

where dobs is a vector containing the observations, Gm the model prediction, Cχ = Cd+Cp181

is the misfit covariance matrix, and const. is an unknown normalization constant (e.g.,182

Tarantola, 2005). We note that the assumption that model prediction (Cp) is unbiased and183

follows a Gaussian distribution is clearly an approximation (e.g., Duputel et al., 2014).184

Among the infinite ways to prescribe prior information on model parameters, m, one185

approach is to rely on the beliefs that we have in some ad-hoc and uncertain quantity, h,186

related to the model parameters, m, through some mathematical relationship, h = F(m).187

For instance, the quantity h may represent a spatial derivative of slip values (e.g., slip188

roughness F(m) = ∇2m), or actual values of slip (i.e., F(m) = m). In the context of a189

linear inversion problem, we are interested in the case of a linear relationship h = Hm. Since190

h is an uncertain quantity, we consider a stochastic model h = ho + εh, where ho is some191

prescribed deterministic a priori value (i.e., a particular realization of h) and the stochastic192

variable εh describes the uncertainties on the determination of ho. A wide range of prior193

pdf’s can be used to describe εh. As a practical choice, uncertainties on h can be modeled194

as an unbiased normal distribution with covariance matrix Ch, thus prior information on h195

is represented by a normal distribution N (ho,Ch), with pdf196

ρh(h) = const. · exp

(
−1

2
(h− ho)

>
C−1h (h− ho)

)
(3)197

where const. is a normalization constant. We then construct the prior information on model198

parameters as the likelihood that the model parameters are consistent with the prior value199

of the quantity h = Hm,200

f prior(m) = ρh (h(m)) = const. · exp

(
−1

2
(Hm− ho)

>
C−1h (Hm− ho)

)
(4)201

where const. is a normalization constant. In this sense, regularization or prior information202

is not treated differently from observational constraints. The only key difference lies in203
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that observations typically come from experimental measurements of physical phenomena204

being studied, while prior information or regularization represents a belief on how model205

parameters should behave. Also, following Tarantola (2005), prior information must be206

obtained independently of observational constraints.207

Despite the assumptions of Gaussian uncertainties for observations, a linear forward208

model, and linear prior information, the inverse problem in equation (1) defines an infinite209

ensemble of posterior models. From such an ensemble, we are interested in a particular210

model that maximizes the posterior pdf f post(m), which is also the solution of the general211

linear least squares problem,212

min
m

(Gm− dobs)>C−1χ (Gm− dobs)︸ ︷︷ ︸
φE(m)

+ (Hm− ho)>C−1h (Hm− ho)︸ ︷︷ ︸
φR(m)

(5)213

where the cost function is composed by φE(m), a measure of goodness of a particular214

model to predict the observations, and φR(m) a measure of goodness of such model to be215

consistent with the chosen prior information implied by the regularization of the inverse216

problem. Equation (5) can be written in a more familiar form,217

min
m

‖Wχ(Gm− dobs)‖22︸ ︷︷ ︸
φE(m)

+ ‖Wh(Hm− ho)‖22︸ ︷︷ ︸
φR(m)

(6)218

where the misfit and regularization weights follow W>
χ Wχ = C−1χ and Wh

>Wh = C−1h .219

The solution of the general linear least squares problem (5) follows a normal distribution220

with posterior mean (and maximum likelihood) model221

m̃ =
(
G>C−1χ G + H>C−1h H

)−1 (
G>C−1χ dobs + H>C−1h ho

)
(7)222

and posterior covariance matrix223

C̃m =
(
G>C−1χ G + H>C−1h H

)−1
=
(
P + H>C−1h H

)−1
(8)224

(e.g., see Tarantola, 2005), where P = G>C−1χ G is the precision matrix of the unregularized225

problem, or equivalently, the mapping of the misfit covariance matrix (Cχ) into the model226

parameter space (see Supplementary Text S1).227

We quantify uncertainty in the inferred fault slip by analyzing the variances and spatial228

correlations of slip estimates directly from the posterior covariance matrix C̃m. Posterior229

standard deviations provide information on the expected amplitude of slip perturbations230

given Cd and Cp, and can be used to define confidence intervals on the value of estimated231
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model parameters. Off diagonal elements of C̃m provide information on the pairwise co-232

variance of estimated model parameters. To facilitate the interpretation of the covariance,233

we consider the Pearson correlation coefficient,234

%ij =

[
C̃m

]
ij√[

C̃m

]
ii

[
C̃m

]
jj

(9)235

which has extreme values of -1 and 1 for fully negatively and positively correlated model236

parameters, respectively. A null Pearson correlation indicates no correlation or linear de-237

pendency between model parameters. In that sense, a set of estimated model parameters238

that are positively or negatively correlated will tend to be perturbed from the estimated239

(mean) model, in the same direction due to uncertainties in observations, model prediction240

and prior information, with perturbation amplitudes controlled by their posterior marginal241

standard deviations.242

When model parameters are defined from a spatial discretization of a continuous scalar243

field (e.g., a component of slip on a fault plane), a measure of correlation between model244

parameters can be used to estimate a spatial correlation length (e.g., Tarantola & Valette,245

1982; Mai & Beroza, 2002). The form of spatial correlation used in this work is given by246

the exponentially decaying function247

%ij = e
−
( dij

λi

)2
(10)248

where dij is the distance between the discretized elements of i-th and j-th model parameter249

and λi is the spatial correlation length for the i-th discretized element (e.g., Tarantola, 2005;250

Radiguet et al., 2011, see Supplementary Text S5). We interpret the calculated correlation251

lengths as spatially averaged uncertainties, in the sense that at any fault element, estimated252

slip is correlated to some degree with the ones at neighboring fault elements. Thus, λi serves253

as a proxy for a measure of spatial resolution of slip estimates. In this regard, we characterize254

model resolution based on posterior uncertainties, following Tarantola and Valette (1982).255

2.2 Common Regularization Schemes256

Commonly used prior information consist on prescribing some, typically null, values257

for slip or to search for spatially smooth slip distributions (e.g., Segall & Harris, 1987;258

Harris & Segall, 1987; Radiguet et al., 2011). For example, Radiguet et al. (2011) uses the259

approach given by Tarantola and Valette (1982), in which they impose a spatial correlation260

length on slip, as well as a bias towards a prior slip model mo. The implementation of the261
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correlation between model parameters is achieved by designing a prior covariance matrix262

Cm that model prior uncertainties on mo as correlated in space, in which correlation decays263

with the distance between discretized elements of the fault surface. In terms of equation264

(4), this form of regularization is equivalent to setting H = I (the identity matrix), ho = mo
265

(typically arbitrarily set as mo = 0), and covariance matrix Ch = Cm(λ), where266

[Cm(λ)]ij = σ2
me
− d(i,j)

λ . (11)267

Here, d(i, j) is the distance between subfaults i and j, σ2
m is the prior variance on slip268

values and λ is a correlation length, used as a regularization parameter. Note that in this269

case, correlation decays exponentially with distance, but the choice of such a functional270

form is arbitrary (e.g., see Tarantola, 2005; Radiguet et al., 2011). Here, variances of prior271

information are all equal to σ2
h = σ2

m. This operator imposes a correlation that is stronger272

for model parameters that are more proximal in physical space, i.e., a smoothing constraint273

on slip. This operator also imposes a condition in which model parameters are constrained274

to be close to their prior value mo, thus biasing model estimates to such values. For brevity,275

we refer to this regularization scheme as Cλ
m. Note that λi and λ from equations (10) and276

(11) have a different meaning. While λi represents a vector of posterior correlation lengths277

on slip estimates, λ is a scalar quantity representing a prescribed prior correlation length278

on slip.279

Another common form of prior information on slip is given by Tikhonov regularization280

(Tikhonov, 1963), in which the spatial derivatives of a given order of the model parameters281

(e.g., slip) are biased towards a null value (e.g., Harris & Segall, 1987; Segall & Harris,282

1987). The inverse problem using Tikhonov regularization is solved through the damped283

least squares method,284

min
m
‖Wχ(Gm− dobs)‖22 + ε2‖Hm‖22. (12)285

where ε2, known as the regularization or damping parameter, controls the trade-off be-286

tween the observational and regularization terms, which represent the misfit of physical,287

WχGm = Wχd
obs, and regularization, Hm = 0, equations, respectively. The prior infor-288

mation implied by Tikhonov regularization can be represented in terms of (4) by prescribing289

ho = 0, and a choice of H proportional to a finite difference approximation of the zeroeth290

order (H = I), first order (H = ∇) or second order (H = ∇2) spatial differential operators.291

Zeroeth order Tikhonov (T0) regularization biases model estimates to null values (mo = 0)292

without imposing any smoothing constraint. First (T1) and second (T2) order Tikhonov293
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bias model estimates to smooth models with null first and second order spatial derivatives,294

respectively, without biasing model estimates towards a specific prior slip value. In addition,295

we set Wh = εI so problems (6) and (12) are equivalent, meaning that all the regularization296

equations in (6) have the same weight or importance ε. In terms of the normal distribution297

used to describe prior information on h, the prior covariance matrix implied by Tikhonov298

regularization becomes Ch = ε−2I. Such definition of prior information considers that all299

components of h are independent and identically distributed, with variances that are all300

equal to the reciprocal of the regularization parameter (σ2
h = ε−2).301

All the aforementioned regularization schemes impose prior information with the same302

variance for all the regularized quantities. For instance, T2 regularization imposes the same303

amount of slip smoothing for all fault patches regardless of their locations. As observa-304

tions typically do not constrain or resolve slip homogeneously along the fault surface (e.g.,305

Pritchard et al., 2002; Simons et al., 2002; Loveless & Meade, 2011, see Supplementary Text306

S2) we are motivated to develop a spatially variable regularization scheme.307

Spatially variable regularization schemes have been proposed either by changing the308

size of the fault elements in order to obtain a quasi-uniform resolving power, requiring little309

additional regularization (Pritchard et al., 2002; Simons et al., 2002; Barnhart & Lohman,310

2010, see Supplementary Text S2) or by the use of second order Tikhonov regularization311

with a spatially variable strength (Lohman, 2004; Ortega-Culaciati, 2013; Wang et al., 2019,312

see Supplementary Text S2).313

The first approach imposes a correlation length by setting constant slip over variably-314

sized fault patches, but depends on additional prior information (e.g., direction of slip) and315

on the specific algorithm used to determine the fault discretization. This approach also leads316

to model discretizations with large regions of uniform slip behavior and sharp discontinuities,317

potentially limiting the usability of the inferred slip distribution. As an aside, one could318

reduce this problem by modifying the approach to include smoothly varying basis functions319

instead of piece-wise constant (e.g., Yabuki & Matsu’ura, 1992), but we do not explore such320

an approach here.321

For the second approach, Lohman (2004) defines an iterative method which relies on322

applying a spatially variable penalty parameter using a low-rank approximation of the model323

resolution matrix R (Backus & Gilbert, 1968) of the regularized inverse problem. However,324

the model resolution matrix R intrinsically assumes that observations can be related to325
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a true model as dobs = Gmtrue, neglecting uncertainties in both observations and the326

forward model. Wang et al. (2019) proposes the use of a least squares inversion with a327

method to define spatially variable weighting to the Laplacian second order smoothing328

constraint based on slip estimates. However, while such regularization scheme achieves329

larger slip values - compared with the unweighted Laplacian - that are closer to true values,330

it defines an iterative nonlinear approach in which prior information standard deviations331

(reciprocal of Laplacian weights) are updated based on the data that constrains the slip332

model. As another option, Ortega-Culaciati (2013) defines a sensitivity modulated second333

order Tikhonov (ST2) regularization, that empirically modifies variances of prior information334

implied by T2 regularization. Here, the variances of prior information on the second spatial335

derivative of slip at the i-th fault patch, are set proportional to the sensitivity si = Pii
max
k

Pkk
,336

where P = GTC−1χ G is the precision matrix of the unregularized inverse problem (see337

Supplementary Text S2). Figure 1a shows the square root of the sensitivity of fault slip338

for the model setup defined for the synthetic tests analyzed in this study. In terms of339

equations (4) and (5), prior information implied by ST2 can be represented by prescribing340

ho = 0, H = ∇2 and Ch = ε−2S, where Sij = δijsi is the sensitivity matrix, and produces341

a spatially variable bias toward smooth slip models. Here, ε−2 has the same meaning as in342

standard Tikhonov regularization.343

2.3 An EPIC Tikhonov Regularization344

We aim to design a spatially variable regularization scheme that accounts for the het-345

erogeneous influence of the observations on slip estimates. Here, we use an arbitrarily fine346

discretized fault surface (only limited by computer resources) and adopt a regularization347

that allows for a smoothly varying correlation length of the inferred values of slip, without348

using any prior information about the actual values of slip but just on their derivatives.349

We propose to define an unknown diagonal covariance matrix Ch for prior information.350

We then ask what would be the values of such variances that in turn produce the same351

amount of information gain for every model parameter. Thus, we define an Equal Posterior352

Information Condition (EPIC) on model parameters, m, where information gain accounts for353

both observations and prior knowledge, with respect to a homogeneous state of information354

(see Tarantola, 2005, section 1.2.4). The state of homogeneous information is used to355

represent lack of knowledge about the slip distribution. Here, we do not use prior information356

as the reference state of information. Instead, we use prior information as an auxiliary357
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Figure 1. Comparison of standard deviations of prior information, i.e., diagonal elements of

√
Ch, for (a) Sensitivity (ST2) regularization with ε2 = 1 (Ortega-Culaciati, 2013), and for EPIC

(ET2) regularization (this work) considering 2 cases of target posterior standard deviations (σt) for

slip estimates, (b) and (c). For each case, the color bar shows standard deviations normalized by

their maximum value. Lower-right insets show the unnormalized minimum and maximum standard

deviations of prior information in units of h = ∇2m. Panel (a) also displays major tectonic features

within the study area and location of GEONET GNSS sites used in this work.
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source of knowledge or beliefs on specific characteristics of model parameters, and explore358

the impact of equalizing the amount of information gained on slip. As demonstrated later,359

equalizing the information gain results in uniformly distributed variances for estimated360

slip across the fault. Thus, uncertainties in observations or model predictions, will induce361

spurious slip that will have no preferred location at the fault surface, uniformly stabilizing362

the solution of the inverse problem.363

The concept of differential entropy is used as a proxy to quantify the information gained364

on slip during the inversion process, with respect to the state of homogeneous information365

(see Supplementary Text S3, Cover & Thomas, 1991). From equations (7) and (8), the366

posterior marginal distribution for the i-th model parameter (mi) is a normal distribution367

N (m̃i, σ̃
2
mi

), where m̃i is the i-th estimated model parameter value and σ̃2
mi

is the i-th di-368

agonal element of C̃m. The information gained on slip parameter mi from data and prior369

information, can be quantified by the differential entropy h(mi) of the posterior marginal370

distribution for mi as371

h(mi) =
1

2
ln(2πeσ̃2

mi
) (13)372

which depends only on the posterior marginal variance σ̃2
mi

(see Supplementary Text S3).373

Therefore, EPIC is equivalent to imposing that all posterior marginal variances are the374

same, which can be formulated as:375 [
C̃m

]
ii

=
[(
G>C−1x G + H>C−1h H

)−1]
ii

= σ2
t (14)376

where the target posterior variance σ2
t of the estimated (slip) model is used as a regu-377

larization parameter. As is the case for higher order Tikhonov regularization, H already378

induces local correlations of slip. We define Ch as a diagonal matrix, whose terms control379

the strength of the induced correlations. Then, for a given value of σt, we compute Ch by380

solving the nonlinear system of equations (14) using a non-linear least squares method based381

on a Trust Region Reflective optimization algorithm (Coleman & Li, 1996). We emphasize382

that, as in most regularization schemes mentioned in section 2.2, we define Ch in a para-383

metric way, prescribing prior information on h with unknown covariance matrix Ch. For384

EPIC Tikhonov, Ch is defined as an unknown diagonal matrix. Therefore, EPIC must be385

understood not as a condition defining prior information, but as complement of a classical386

model class selection method, selecting values of the diagonal of Ch that in turn produces a387

desired class of models with uniformly distributed posterior variances. We refer the reader388

to Supplementary Text S3 for further details and implementation.389
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When using the EPIC for first or second order Tikhonov regularization, we refer to390

those as ET1 and ET2 regularization schemes, respectively. Figure 1b-c show the model391

setup defined for the synthetic tests analyzed in this study and the standard deviations392

of prior information (
√
Ch) computed using ET2 regularization for two cases of target393

posterior variances σ2
t on slip. The EPIC induces prior information that compensates for the394

variability of the influence that observations have on slip estimates across the fault. Here,395

we note that the regions less constrained by the data correspond to the ones with lower396

sensitivity, or lower marginal variances of the data misfit projected onto model parameter397

space (see Supplementary Text S1). Thus, model estimates at those regions are the most398

prone to produce overfitting, driven by observational and model prediction errors.399

Although ST2, ET1 and ET2 define spatially variable regularization through variable400

variances of prior information (i.e., in Ch, see Figure 1), how this variability is implemented401

arises as a key difference. On one hand, ST2 regularization defines Ch based on the sen-402

sitivity of fault slip and the shape of Ch does not depend on the amount of regularization403

applied (i.e., the value of ε2) or the structure of the regularization operator H. On the other404

hand, EPIC estimates Ch for each given value of the regularization parameter σt, account-405

ing for the structure on H (Figure 1, Supplementary Text S4). Moreover, ST2 uses only the406

diagonal elements of the precision matrix of the unregularized problem (P), while EPIC uses407

the whole matrix P, fully exploiting the properties of the physical problem being solved.408

Such difference is key to increasing stability and to reducing bias. Table 1 summarizes the409

regularization schemes commonly used for least squares linear slip inversion, as well as the410

regularization scheme proposed in this work.411
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Table 1. Regularization schemes for least squares slip inversion analyzed in this work

Notation Examples Prior Information Impact on

H Ch ho m−mo

Cλ
m

Tarantola (2005)

Radiguet et al. (2011)a
I Cm(λ) mo

Minimizes amplitude

Induces spatial averaging

T0 Harris and Segall (1987) a,b I ε−2I mo
Minimizes amplitude

T1 No uses foundb,c ∇ ε−2I ∇mo
Minimizes spatial gradient

Induces spatial averaging

T2 Segall and Harris (1987) b,d ∇2 ε−2I ∇2mo
Minimizes roughness

Induces spatial averaging

ST2 Ortega-Culaciati (2013) d ∇2 ε−2S ∇2mo
Minimizes roughness

Induces spatial averaging

ET1 This work c,e ∇ Ch(σ2
t ) ∇mo

Minimizes spatial gradient

Induces spatial averaging

ET2 This work d,e ∇2 Ch(σ2
t ) ∇2mo

Minimizes roughness

Induces spatial averaging

a Imposes mo = 0. b Corresponds to Tikhonov regularization when ho = 0, i.e., mo = 0,

∇mo = 0 or ∇2mo = 0 respectively. c Imposes ∇mo = 0. d Imposes ∇2mo = 0. e Uses

EPIC to estimate Ch.
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3 Results for Inversions Using Synthetic Data412

In our comparative analysis of the impact of the regularization schemes on slip esti-413

mates, we performed inversions for all combinations of regularization schemes, synthetic414

slip models and realizations of data noise analyzed in this work. In all cases, the regular-415

ization parameter value is determined using GCV. Figures 2 and 3 show a selection of the416

results for representative inversion cases, recovering synthetic checkerboard and elliptic slip417

distributions, respectively. In addition, Figure 2 shows prior information and posterior slip418

standard deviations along with posterior slip correlation lengths. Figure 3 shows a compar-419

ison of synthetic and estimated slip along a representative trench perpendicular profile, for420

the case of an elliptic slip distribution.421

The regularization schemes explored in this work can be judged by the bias they induce422

on slip estimates and by how well they deal with the inherent instability of the inverse423

problem. We define instability as the extent to which changes in the different realizations of424

noise impact estimates of slip. Results show that those regularization schemes that introduce425

prior information by seeking slip models that are close to an arbitrarily prescribed prior426

model (mo = 0 in this case), i.e., T0 and Cλ
m, produce relatively stable slip estimates for427

all the synthetic study cases. Nevertheless, while the true slip distribution is relatively well428

recovered for portions of the fault with high sensitivity, the inferred distribution is highly429

biased towards a priori values of slip (mo = 0 in this case) in regions with lower sensitivity430

(See Figures 2, S.6, S.7). Moreover, when elliptical slip models are analyzed, T0 and Cλ
m431

regularization schemes tend to shift the peak location of the estimated slip distribution to432

regions closer to the location of the observations. These schemes also recover slightly smaller433

moment magnitudes when the true slip distribution is located far from the data (See Figures434

3, S.13, S.14, S.20, S.21, S.27, S.28).435

Higher order Tikhonov regularization (T1 and T2) results in stable slip recovery of436

checkerboard models at fault regions with high sensitivity (See Figures 1a, 2). A tendency437

to smoother slip and larger instabilities occurs at less constrained regions of the fault (low438

sensitivity), with instabilities being almost negligible for T1 and very noticeable for T2439

regularization (See Figures 2, S.8, S.9, S.34). For near coast earthquake scenarios, T1 and440

T2 regularization recover the true model but with noticeable instabilities at the near-trench441

portions of the fault, including large back-slip that could be ameliorated using positivity442

constraints. For earthquake scenarios with fault slip near to the trench, T1 and T2 induce443
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Figure 2. Slip estimates constrained by synthetic observations, generated from a prescribed

true checkerboard (Mw 8.5) slip model, with added Noise 1, 2 and 3. Best model estimates are

shown for inversion using regularization schemes in Table 1 and minimize the respective GCV cost

function. Prior information and posterior slip standard deviations (normalized to their minimum

value) and posterior slip correlation lengths are shown for each regularization scheme (for Noise 2

realization only). All recovered moment magnitudes equal Mw 8.5±0.1. Bottom-right insets show

maximum and minimum value of plotted field (without normalization), while top-left insets show

the ratio of such values.
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Figure 3. Slip estimates constrained by synthetic observations, generated from a prescribed true

elliptical (Mw 8.5) slip model, with added Noise 1, 2 and 3. Best model estimates are shown for

inversion using regularization schemes in Table 1 and minimize their respective GCV cost functions.

Black line in slip maps indicate profile along with slip is plotted in the right panel. Profiles of slip for

true and estimated models for all noise realizations are shown in the same scale. Solid horizontal

lines indicate zero slip for the profile with the corresponding color. Shaded regions represent 2

standard deviations (95% confidence intervals) envelope for each 3 slip profiles set. All horizontal

lines spacing corresponds to 2.5 m of slip. Vertical dashed line indicates location of maximum slip

of the true synthetic distribution. Insets show maximum/minimum slip.
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slip estimates that tend to be smeared away from observations, setting peak slip towards444

the trench (See Figures 3, S.35-S.37).445

ST2 regularization excels at recovering stable slip estimates for all checkerboard cases446

of synthetic slip (Figures 2, S.10). For all earthquake scenarios with true slip located mainly447

offshore, the peak of recovered slip tends to be located near the coast, slip estimates located448

in regions of low sensitivity (near trench) are over-smoothed, and slip instabilities appear449

at fault regions with higher sensitivity (See Figures 3, S.17, S.24, S.31).450

The EPIC approach results in stable slip estimates for all checkerboard slip scenarios,451

with a smoothing that varies in a similar manner as the fault slip sensitivity to the observa-452

tions. A stronger bias occurs in regions with lower slip sensitivity, while the true model is453

well-recovered in regions with higher sensitivity (See Figures 1a, 2, S.11, S.12). The same454

bias is observed when inverting for synthetic earthquake scenarios, whereby estimated slip455

tends to get more filtered, with smaller peak amplitude, when the synthetic true elliptic slip456

model is located closer to the trench, further away from observations (See Figures 3, S.18,457

S.19, S.25, S.26, S.32, S.33). Estimates of slip using ET2 are generally more stable than458

ones using ET1.459

The impact of regularization schemes on slip estimates can also be analyzed in terms460

of the structure of the posterior covariance matrix of slip, C̃m. Figure 2 shows posterior461

standard deviations and spatial correlation lengths on slip estimates for the checkerboard462

slip case with the Noise 2 realization. Similar values are obtained for different noise real-463

izations and for the recovery of the elliptic synthetic slip shown in Figure 3. For classical464

regularization approaches, standard deviations of slip estimates vary throughout the fault,465

being larger in regions where slip instabilities are most noticeable or a larger bias to prior466

information is inferred. Instead, for EPIC Tikhonov regularization the standard deviations467

of inferred slip are by design uniformly distributed across the fault. For all regularization468

schemes, larger posterior slip correlation lengths are obtained for fault portions further away469

from the observations, presenting largest values at the trench, where slip estimates are less470

sensitive to the data.471

For an exhaustive view of all our results, we direct the reader to the supplementary472

material. For each regularization scheme and synthetic slip model, Figures S.6 to S.33 show473

slip estimates as a function of the noise realization added to the synthetic data. Figures S.34474
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to S.37 directly compare slip estimates as a function of the chosen regularization scheme.475

Figures S.38 to S.51 show GCV curves for inversion results show in Figures 2 and 3.476

4 Discussion of Regularization Schemes Based on Synthetic Models477

As expected, synthetic models are better recovered in regions of the fault that are478

closer to the observations (with higher sensitivity). Slip estimates are both more biased479

to prior information and more unstable for fault elements located further away from the480

onland observations (with lower sensitivity). The level of instability depends on the type481

and amount of regularization imposed.482

In terms of the bias induced on model estimates, the analyzed regularization schemes483

can be characterized into 2 groups, ones that bias slip values towards a known prior slip484

model (Cλ
m, T0), and ones that bias model estimates towards a smooth slip distribution,485

penalizing local spatial variations of slip (Cλ
m, T1, T2, ST2, ET1, ET2). Justifying the choice486

of particular values for a prior slip model is impossible. Setting slip priors to null values487

throughout the fault is arbitrary. Instead, prescribing smooth slip as prior information is488

a practical way to partially take care of that problem. While still somewhat arbitrary,489

smoothing constraints can be at least weakly justified in the sense that we seek to only infer490

complexity required by the data and to ensure that unresolved complexity is appropriately491

averaged and stably inferred with minimal bias.492

The stability of model estimates can be considered from the perspective of how ob-493

servational noise produces perturbations on model estimates or by the changes in model494

estimates upon the choices of the “best” regularization parameter, given a model class se-495

lection method. From the first perspective, Cλ
m scheme tends to recover models in which496

slip instabilities are limited and minimally dependent on the noise realization. The model497

perturbations tend to be smoothed over wide regions due to the spatial correlation induced498

by the regularization scheme. The T0 scheme tends to induce larger slip instabilities that499

are noticeable dependent on the noise realization. Such instabilities are localized onto single500

fault slip patches due to lack of smoothing of the regularization scheme. For the recovery of501

elliptic synthetic slip, Cλ
m and T0 schemes tend to shift peak slip towards the coast as slip502

in the true model is located closer to the trench and the bias imposed towards a null slip503

model becomes more relevant. T1 and T2 regularization schemes show larger instabilities in504

regions that are less constrained by the observations, in which T2 allows for larger changes505
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in slip compared to T1. Such instabilities are expressed as randomly distributed large slip506

variations near the trench when recovering checkerboard models, and with the largest slip507

located at the trench when recovering elliptical slip distributions (see Figures 2, 3). ST2508

regularization stabilizes slip estimates when recovering checkerboard models (see Figures509

2, S.10). Nevertheless, for elliptical slip distributions, ST2 recovers over-smoothed slip at510

the regions with low sensitivity (near trench), shifting peak slip to a location closer to the511

observations. ST2 also shows large instabilities at the fault regions with high slip sensitivity512

(near coast), being highly dependent on the noise realization added to the data (see Figures513

3, S.17, S.24, S.31). Thus, the empirical choice of prior information variances based on the514

sensitivity of fault slip is unreliable.515

ET1 and ET2 regularization schemes excel in stabilizing the inverse problem solution516

for all analyzed synthetic slip cases. As a direct consequence of the EPIC, posterior slip517

variances are all the same, thus instabilities tend to be homogeneously distributed across518

the fault, with maximum amplitudes controlled by the choice of σt (Figures 2, 3 and Sup-519

plementary Text S1, S13). Figure 2 compares estimates of posterior marginal standard520

deviations and correlation lengths for all regularization operators analyzed in the study of521

synthetic slip cases. Traditional regularization schemes induce posterior standard deviations522

and correlation lengths that are both variable across the fault. While this in principle is523

not a problem, it becomes less practical as it is hard to separate the effects of amplitude524

and spatial distribution of slip estimates uncertainties. Instead, by design, EPIC Tikhonov525

regularization provides uniform standard deviation and varying correlation lengths on pos-526

terior information of slip, allowing a direct and effective analysis of model estimates spatial527

resolution in terms of their covariances or correlations. As the correlation length calculated528

for each slip fault discretization defines a region in which the estimated model instabilities529

are highly correlated, slip features smaller than the correlation length should not be inferred530

as they might be the result of overfitting. When comparing ET1 and ET2 with their non-531

EPIC counterpart (T1, T2) we observe that imposing the EPIC results in larger correlation532

lengths in regions with smaller sensitivity (i.e., near the trench), where standard deviations533

of prior information are also smaller. Use of the EPIC Tikhonov regularization results in534

relatively stable and unbiased estimates of the slip averaged at scales corresponding to the535

correlation length and larger.536

For all aforementioned regularization schemes, if one tries to avoid the instabilities by537

augmenting the amount of regularization from the optimum determined using GCV, e.g., by538
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increasing ε2, λ or decreasing σt, one tends to over-smooth the solution at well-constrained539

portions of the fault (see Supplementary Text S11). In contrast, if one lowers the value of540

the damping parameter in order to obtain a rougher solution at the well-constrained fault541

portions, slip becomes unstable near the trench. In comparison, EPIC Tikhonov produces542

model estimates that are the less sensitive to the choice of the regularization parameter543

value (see Supplementary Text S11). This insensitivity becomes relevant as GCV or any544

other model class selection methods tend to select solutions of the inverse problem that are545

slightly over- or under-regularized (e.g., Krstajic et al., 2014).546

Not surprisingly, for Mw 8.0 and Mw 8.5 synthetic elliptic slip scenarios, all regulariza-547

tion schemes fail to recover the true model average location and moment magnitude when548

synthetic slip is located near the trench (see Text S10, Figure S.35 - column 5, Figure S.36549

- column 5). This behavior is not observed for Mw 9.0 synthetic slip scenarios, nor for550

the checkerboard ones. In all aforementioned cases, the best recovered model, in terms of551

location and magnitude Mw of slip, is achieved when using ET2. Therefore, slip at any fault552

portion needs to produce spatial variability in surface displacements with a high enough553

signal to noise ratio to allow recovery. If not, the regularization will set model estimates554

according to prior information, which in this case corresponds to either a null value of slip555

(Cλ
m, T0), or null value of slip spatial derivatives (T1, T2, ST2, ET1, ET2). For the regu-556

larization schemes that induce smoothing, actual values of slip will be related to the values557

of the nearest well constrained fault patches whose distance is of the order of the correlation558

length of the inferred fault slip.559

5 Application to Tohoku-Oki (Mw9.0) 2011 Earthquake560

5.1 Results and Discussion561

Given the results of the tests with synthetic observations, we unsurprisingly favor ET2562

regularization scheme as a smoothing prior. Figure 4 compares the behavior of EPIC563

Tikhonov and Tikhonov regularization using real observations from the Tohoku-Oki (Mw9.0)564

2011 earthquake. We consider onland crustal co-seismic offsets as seen by 738 GPS stations565

of the Japanese GEONET Network (Minson et al., 2014; Sagiya et al., 2000). Model pre-566

diction uncertainties are based on Minson et al. (2014) (see Supplementary Text S4). We567

parameterize slip in two directions, one parallel to the slip vector defined by the Tohoku-568

Oki earthquake focal mechanism (rake-parallel direction), and a perpendicular one (rake-569
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perpendicular direction) (see Minson et al., 2013, Supplementary Text S4). Prior informa-570

tion is defined for the amplitude of rake-perpendicular slip (h = m), as we expect little to571

no slip in such direction. For the rake-parallel direction, prior information is defined for the572

second order spatial differential of rake-parallel slip (h = ∇2m). Hereafter, we focus on a573

comparison of ET2 and T2, as ET2 is an extension of the commonly adopted T2 regular-574

ization, and they both represent a smoothing prior. Panels (a) and (e) in Figure 4 show575

slip estimates minimizing GCV cost function, obtained using T2 and ET2 regularization576

schemes, respectively. Along with each slip model, we show standard deviations of prior577

and posterior information on model parameters as well as posterior correlation lengths, all578

for rake parallel and rake perpendicular slip components. In addition, in Supplementary579

Text S12 (Figures S.53 to S.61) we compare slip solutions, observations and model predic-580

tion, for 9 selected values of the regularization parameter indicated in Figure S.52, that581

adopt the same GCV cost function value for T2 and ET2 regularization, including under-582

and over-regularized solutions.583

The best slip model obtained with ET2 closely resembles the slip model estimated584

using a fully Bayesian inversion method and a much more comprehensive dataset including585

seismic, tsunami and ocean bottom geodetic offsets (Figure 4e, Minson et al., 2014). While586

the peak slip amplitude of ET2 is smaller due to strong smoothing, driven partially by587

the use of only onland GPS data, estimated regions with larger slip coincide. Instead, T2588

regularization, as expected, tends to concentrate slip at the near trench portions of the589

subduction megathrust (Figure 4a). T2 regularization shows the smaller correlation lengths590

and the largest posterior variances of slip at the trench, where in turn, maximum slip is591

located. Inferences of maximum slip at the trench are found in several published models592

of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake (e.g., Lay et al., 2011; Yue & Lay, 2011; Ide et al., 2011;593

Sun et al., 2014; Bletery et al., 2014). As shown in the synthetic exercises, this kind of594

inference might be an artifact of the inversion if not using datasets capable of constraining595

shallow near trench slip, such as ocean bottom geodesy or tsunami (e.g., see sensitivity596

plots in Duputel et al., 2014, supplementary material). In contrast, slip models constrained597

by ocean bottom geodetic and tsunami data along with GNSS or seismic data in a jointly598

manner, show limited slip at the trench (e.g., Simons et al., 2011; Yokota et al., 2011;599

Koketsu et al., 2011; Minson et al., 2014).600

The aforementioned discrepancies in spatial location of estimated slip could be ex-601

plained by the differences in the spatial distribution of standard deviations of prior and602
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Figure 4. Comparison of 2011 (Mw 9.0) Tohoku-Oki earthquake slip. Panels (a) and (e) show

slip estimates when using T2 and ET2 regularization, respectively. White lines are 10 m contours of

co-seismic slip from Minson et al. (2014). Panels (b.1), (b.2) - (f.1), (f.2) show standard deviations

of prior information, (c.1), (c.2) - (g.1), (g.2) show standard deviations of estimated slip and (d.1),

(d.2) - (h.1), (h.2) show correlation lengths of slip estimates, all for rake parallel and perpendicular

slip directions as well as T2 and ET2 regularization, respectively. Insets show minimum and

maximum value of the plotted field as well as estimated moment magnitude for slip model plots.
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posterior information on model parameters. The main difference lies in that standard de-603

viations of slip estimates are variable for T2 but uniform for ET2 across the fault (Figure604

4c,g). As T2 shows larger slip variances at the trench, we expect larger model instabilities605

and bias in such region. Instead, the EPIC enforces that model perturbations upon observa-606

tional and model prediction uncertainties have similar expected amplitudes and no preferred607

location on the fault. As a consequence of the EPIC, ET2 induces larger correlation lengths608

near the trench (fault regions less constrained by the data), thus averaging slip over a wider609

region compared with T2. At the same time, T2 and ET2 posterior slip correlation lengths610

are comparable near the coast, thus averaging slip over similarly sized regions for portions611

of the fault closer to the location of the observations.612

5.2 On the use of positivity constraints613

The EPIC is defined for the regularized linear least squares problem, in which no posi-614

tivity constraints are used. Positivity constraints are physically justifiable and are commonly615

used in slip inversions. Thus, we would like to explore the feasibility of using the EPIC for616

such inversions. However, if one would use positivity constraints on, for instance, rake par-617

allel slip, the formula (14) for the EPIC is no longer valid as the inverse problem becomes618

(weakly) non-linear. In this case, the statistics of the solution of the inverse problem are dif-619

ferent as posterior marginal pdf’s could be better approximated by a log-normal pdf, and the620

formula (8) for the posterior covariance matrix of model parameters is also no longer valid.621

Nevertheless, for large amplitude of slip estimates (very different from 0), the marginal pdf622

of the log-normal distribution representing parameters with positivity constraints could be623

locally approximated by a normal distribution. We use this simplification for expediency,624

but in the future it may be better to use a more elaborate approach to define the EPIC625

for the case in which positivity constraints are used. For such purpose, one could benefit626

from the approach of Nocquet (2018), in which non-negativity constraints are introduced us-627

ing a truncated multivariate normal prior distribution, deriving an efficient semi-analytical628

approach to compute posterior slip estimates and their marginal variances.629

Making the aforementioned approximations, we tested ET2 regularization to invert for630

the Tohoku-Oki earthquake, using positivity constraints on rake parallel slip (see Figure 5).631

The slip models were selected with the L-curve criterion and have similar data misfit norm.632

In addition, due to the known caveats of such model class selection method (e.g., Fukuda &633

Johnson, 2008), in Supplementary Text S13 we show slip models for several selected values of634
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Figure 5. Slip distribution of the 2011 Tohoku-Oki (Mw 9.0) earthquake estimated using (a)

T2 and (b) ET2 regularization schemes with positivity constraints on rake parallel slip. (c) shows

slip estimated by Minson et al. (2014). Insets show moment magnitude, maximum and minimum

value of the slip distribution. Panel (d) shows envelope of each slip distribution projected onto the

profile (black line on slip maps). Vertical dashed line indicates location of maximum slip envelope

forMinson et al. (2014). See Supplementary Text S13 for further detail.
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the regularization parameter across the L-curve. As a first observation, we see that the use of635

positivity constraints leads to more compact slip distributions. However, T2 regularization636

still induces peak slip at the trench. Instead, use of ET2 regularization with positivity637

constraints recovers slip distributions that are remarkably similar to smoothed versions of the638

unregularized co-seismic static slip distribution found by Minson et al. (2014). Particularly,639

ET2 and Minson et al. (2014) slip estimates infer the same location of maximum inferred640

slip (see slip envelopes in Figure 5). In contrast to T2 estimates, the spatial distribution of641

inferred slip using ET2 is very stable upon the choice of the regularization parameter value,642

varying mostly the degree of smoothness of the solution, but always representing a smoothed643

version of the reference slip distribution. Moment magnitudes, for all considered values of644

the regularization parameters range from Mw 9.0 to Mw 9.1 for T2 and ET2 regularization.645

T2 regularization results in near-trench slip values close to those inferred by Minson et al.646

(2014). Such similarity might be a coincidence as synthetic tests show that T2 regularization647

tends to concentrate largest slip at the trench.648

6 Conclusions649

Producing reliable estimates of the distributions of fault slip is a critical step to un-650

derstand the physics controlling the behavior of faults throughout the seismic cycle. EPIC651

Tikhonov regularization produces robust slip estimates when considering stability, bias, and652

ease of uncertainty analysis of posterior model estimates. We also show an initial explo-653

ration of the use of EPIC Tikhonov regularization together with positivity constraints. Our654

preliminary tests are encouraging.655

EPIC Tikhonov regularization is particularly useful for quasi-static slip inversions of656

slow motion at the fault, for example for estimating post-seismic slip, coupling (slip deficit)657

and slow slip events, in which only geodetic observations provide a spatially variable con-658

straint on slip estimates. Sometimes, subduction megathrust slip models inferred using659

traditional least squares methodologies and constrained with far onland data, present peak660

values of slip near the trench. Such behavior might be an artifact of the inversion scheme if661

slip is not well-constrained by appropriate observations. Based on our analyses, the proposed662

EPIC Tikhonov regularization seems to be free from such artifacts, as it sets maximum slip663

value close to its true location.664
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The examples in this paper are focused on subduction zone environments because they665

are particularly challenging in terms of the spatially heterogeneous observations and their666

distance to fault elements. Nevertheless, the proposed methodology is equally applicable to667

other environments, due to depth dependence of sensitivity to slip and spatially heteroge-668

neous surface observations.669

Additionally, while in this work we use a fine fault mesh with quasi-uniformly sized670

elements, the methodology allows for spatially variably sized fault elements. Nevertheless,671

the largest fault elements must be small enough, as is required by our methodology. On one672

hand, having small fault elements minimizes the effects of stress concentrations resulting673

from using a piece-wise constant slip representation. Nevertheless, this problem could also674

be ameliorated using continuous basis functions representing slip. On the other hand, de-675

creasing the size of fault patches allows for the selection of larger target posterior variances676

with feasible solutions for the EPIC. Therefore, the size of the fault mesh elements, will677

have an impact on the range of feasible target posterior variances (see supplementary Text678

S14).679

Compared to other spatially variable regularization schemes, our approach is easily680

extendable to include seismic observations to perform kinematic slip inversions, as our ap-681

proach achieves the spatially variable regularization using an arbitrary discretization of the682

considered fault geometry. Indeed, our approach can be applied to any ill-posed discrete683

linear inversion problem in which a second order Tikhonov smoothing constraint on finely684

discretized model parameters makes sense as prior information.685
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